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[57] ABSTRACT 

A water vehicle on which a rider may be towed by a boat or 
the like either on or beneath the surface of the water. The 
water vehicle comprises a substantially U-shaped frame 
member having the arm members of a pair of plane or planar 
members rotatably mounted to each leg thereof and including 
a pair of handles carried by each arm member to permit the 
rider of the water vehicle to independently rotate the planes 
relative to one another and to the frame member to thereby 
control the motion of the water vehicle while it is being towed 
by the boat. The ends of each leg of the U-shaped frame 
member are curved outwardly therefrom and are adapted to 
cooperate with the arm handles to permit the water vehicle to 
be mounted to the sides of a boat or the like whereby the 
water vehicle functions as a ladder to permit entry into the 
boat. 

15 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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WATER VEHICLE Other objects, advantages and applications of the present 
application will become apparent to those skilled in the art 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION when the accompanying description of one example contem-
I. Field ofthe Invention plated for practicing the invention is read in conjunction with 
This invention relates to water vehicles, and more particu- 5 t h e accompanying drawing. 

larly, to a water vehicle adapted to be towed behind a motor Dnicri-,Ee/-'DiD-ri/->M/-kc-ruEnD A«;IM^ . v ,. .., . u-u.u -A .u c . i .u .- BRIEFDESCRIPTIONOFTHEDRAWING boat or the like in which the nder thereof controls the motion 
ofthe vehicle either on or beneath the surface ofthe water. The description herein makes reference to the accompany-

II. Description of the Prior Art ing drawing wherein like reference numerals refer to like parts 
Heretofore water vehicles have been provided with planes throughout the several views, and in which: 

so arranged that the rider thereof can control the motion of FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a water vehicle of the present 
the vehicle as the same is towed through the water by a motor invention, showing the position ofthe rider thereon; 
boat or the like. Although such previously used water vehicles FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the water vehicle of FIG. 1 
have generally operated in a satisfactory manner, they have a . . but illustrating it being used as a ladder for a motor boat or the 
number of inherent disadvantages. For instance some of the like; 
previously used water vehicles have planes with support han- FIG. 3 is a partially exploded perspective view of the water 
dies attached thereto for operation by the rider to maneuver vehicle illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2; 
the vehicle through the water. A rapid descent in such vehicles FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view ofthe vehi-
is not possible because the rotation of the plane is limited by _„ cie 35 taken on line 4—4 of FIG. 3; and 
contact with the rider's arms when the planes have been FIG. 5 is another enlarged fragmentary sectional view of the 
rotated through a limited arc. When it is desired to turn such vehicle taken on the line 5—5 of FIG. 3 
vehicles, the planes are normally rotated in opposite 
directions with the same results, that is, one of the planes will DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
come into contact with the forearm of the rider thus limiting 0 < _ . . . .u A • .u • -n . . A 
., . , , , .... c -A . c- • • A . 25 Refemng now to the drawing, there is illustrated a water the nder s capability for a rapid turn. Since injury or accident , . , ,„ ,_• u J ,-.• -A-.U U .U .• u -A A u A • u A vehicle 10 on which a nder 12 is camed either on or beneath 
can sometimes be avoided by rapid maneuvering such devices »«m.is. »« ^i. «•• u , <. uv . 

, , . . .u c . u- 1 r.u- the surface of a bodv of water 13 as the water vehicle is towed 
add unnecessary dangers to the use of water vehicles of this ' »UII«K.S ̂  a u^ j , " l type 

therethrough by a motor boat or the like (not shown). The 
Still other ofthe previously used water vehicles have been , n

 w a t e r chicle 10 compnses a substantially U-shaped frame 
designed such that they have sufficient buoyancy to float to M raember 1 4 h a v l ng a b a f 1 6 a n d a paraf legs 18 and 20, the 
the surface when the rider releases them. This limits their use respective ends 22 and 24 thereof being curved outwardly 
if the rider wishes to explore the bottom of the body of water a w ay f r o m * « * f r a m e m e m b e r 1 4 a s c a n b e s t b e se

L
en '" F IG- 1-

independently of the vehicle. The water vehicle will return to I n t h e Preferred embodiment, the frame member 14 is con-
the surface of the water, thereby causing inconvenience to the « structed from a tubular plastic matenal with the base 16 being 
rider who will also have to retum to the surface in order to approximately 18 inches wide and the legs 18 and 20 each 
again utilize the vehicle. measuring 36 inches in length. It is clear however that other 

In addition to the inconvenience to the rider, the automatic materials and dimensions can be used. A pair of eyebolts 28 
retum to the surface ofthe water by the vehicle is a potential passing through holes in the base 16 are adapted to be at
water hazard to boats, water skiers and swimmers on the sur- 4 0 tached to a pair of tow lines 30 which in tum are attached to 
face the motor boat or the like to tow the water vehicle 10 and the 

It would therefore be desirable to provide a water vehicle rider 12 through the water, 
adapted to be towed behind a motor boat or the like in which Rectilinear-shaped planes or planar members 32 and 34 are 
the rider thereof is permitted to control the motion of the canied on opposite sides of the frame member 14 by tubular 
vehicle in an easy and efficient manner and without the disad- 45 arm members 36 and 38 respectively. The planes 32 and 34 
vantages of the previously used devices. and their associated arm members 36 and 38 are preferably 

constructed from a plastic material and are illustrated as being 
SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION fUSed to one another. However, the planes 32 and 34 may be 

The present invention, which will subsequently be described a t t a c h e d t 0 ^ir associated arm members by any suitable 
in greater detail, comprises a water vehicle adapted to be 50 means such as a plurality of screws extending through the arm 
towed by a motor boat or the like and includes a pair of planes members and into the planes. Although the planar members 
rotatably mounted thereon to permit a controlled motion of 3 2 a n d 3 4 a r e illustrated as being of a rectilinear shape, they 
the vehicle by the rider thereof. t a k e o t h e r f o r m s ' s u c h w a n elongated wing shape. 

The water vehicle comprises a substantially U-shaped frame T"116 a r m members 36 and 38 are each independently 
member, the ends of each leg thereof being curved outwardly 55 mounted to the legs 18 and 20 of the frame member 14 by 
at approximately right angles to the frame member. The clamps 40 as illustrated in FIG. 5. The clamps 40 are of a 
planes each have an arm member extending therefrom and semicircular shape having flanges 42 on opposite sides thereof 
rotatably mounted to the legs ofthe U-shaped frame member, through which bolts 44 extend to securely attach the arm 
the arms of each plane being in an end-to-end relationship and members 36 and 38 and the clamps 40 to the legs 18 and 20. 
adapted for independent rotational movement relative to the 60 Wingnuts 46 permit the clamps and arm members to be easily 
frame member by handles canied on each arm member and attached and detached from the legs 18 and 20. Lugs 47 
operable by the rider ofthe vehicle. The handles ofeach plane securely attached to each ofthe arm members prevent the arm 
are mounted to the arm members at a point which is inwardly members from moving outwardly through the clamps 40. The 
spaced from its associated plane such that the rider thereof clamps 40 engage their respective arm members in such a 
may grasp the handle and rotate them through 360° without 65 manner that the arm members are free to rotate in a clockwise 
interference with either plane. After use of the vehicle or to or counterclockwise direction as seen in FIG. 5 when the rider 
enter the water to begin use, the vehicle functions as a ladder 12 desires to maneuver the water vehicle 10 in a controlled 
by placing the curved ends over the side of the boat. manner, as will be explained hereinafter. 

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide a water The arm members 36 and 38 each have a handle 50 and 52, 
vehicle which is simple in its construction, inexpensive to 70 respectively, which are inwardly spaced from their associated 
manufacture, and does not have the disadvantages of the planes 32 and 34 and preferably within the confines of the 
previously used water devices. frame member 14. The inner ends of the arm members 36 and 

It is also an object ofthis invention to provide a water vehi- 38 are telescoped one into the other for relative rotational 
cle which functions as a ladder for use with motor boats or the movement independent of one another while also providing 
like. 75 mutual lateral support for one another. As can be seen in FIG. 
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4, the arm member 36 has an enlarged end section 54 in which 
the end of the arm member 38 is inserted. The two arm mem
bers thus provide lateral support, while permitting indepen
dent rotational movement of the two arm members. The lugs 
47 on the inner side ofthe arm members proximate the legs 18 
and 20 and the coupling ofthe opposing ends ofthe arm mem
bers 36 and 38 prevents any substantial axial movement rela
tive to the frame member 14. 

The planes 32 and 34 are approximately 16 inches by 20 
inches and approximately a quarter of an inch thick; the 
overall length as measured between the outer edges of the 
planes is approximately 60 inches. 

The opposite ends of the arm members 36 and 38 have 
removably attached caps 56 and 58 respectively. As can be 
seen from the partially exploded view of FIG. 3, a ballast 
material 60 is adapted to be inserted in the tubular portion of 
each of the arm members 36 and 38 and the caps 56 and 58 
are then secured in position to retain the ballast within each 
arm member. The caps 56 and 58 are made of a material of 
sufficient resiliency so as to pennit then to be respectively 
snapped on and off the ends of the arm members 36 and 38. 
The ballast 60 is of sufficient weight so as to provide a nega
tive buoyancy to the water vehicle 10. Thus, when the water 
vehicle 10 is not being towed, it will tend to sink to the bottom 
of the water 13. Although plastic is the preferred material for 
the construction ofthe water vehicle 10, it is to be understood 
that the water vehicle 10 can be made of other materials, such 
as metal or wood, and that the weight of the ballast 60 can be 
varied so as to be adaptable to the particular type of material 
used to construct the water vehicle 10. As for example, a 
wooden water vehicle might use a heavier ballast than the bal
last necessary for a plastic water vehicle, and if the water vehi
cle were constructed of a heavy metal, ballast might not be 
necessary. 

In operation, the rider 12 grasps the handles 50 and 52 
respectively with his left and right hand, as viewed in FIG. 1, 
while the vehicle 10 is towed through the water 13 by a motor 
boat or the like by means of the tow line 30. The planes 32 and 
34 can be rotated about the axis of the arm members 36 and 
38 by the rider 12 moving the handles 50 and 52 in a 
clockwise or counterclockwise direction to cause the vehicle 
10 to dive or to surface. For example, if the vehicle is below 
the surface and the rider wishes to be brought to the surface 
he will move the handles rearwardly so that the planes present 
a positive angle of attack to the water 13. This causes the front 
of the water vehicle to rise and the rider and the vehicle will 
glide to the surface ofthe water. Ifthe rider wishes to go below 
the surface or to dive deeper, rotation of the handles 50 and 
52 to cause the planes 32 and 34 to assume a negative angle of 
attack will produce a dive. In other words, rotating the planes 
to bring their forward edges below the horizontal, while the 
rearward edges are slightly above the horizontal, will cause the 
vehicle to dive beneath with water. This will cause the vehicle 
to move downwardly and to continue downwardly until the 
rider thereof chooses to level out the planes. Rotation of the 
planes to a substantially horizontal position will keep the at
titude of the craft also horizontal to thereby maintain the vehi
cle at the desired depth. However, since the plane continuing 
tow lines 30 will actually be the reference plane and this will 
never be a horizontal plane and will change depending upon 
the depth of the vehicle, the angle of attack will not actually 
be relative to a horizontal plane; thus, if the rider reaches a 
level at which he wishes to ride horizontally under the water, it 
will be necessary for the rider to maintain the planes at some 
negative angle of attack relative to the tow lines 30. By moving 
the handles 50 and 52 in opposite directions and thus rotating 
the planes 32 and 34 in opposite directions, the rider thereof 
may steer the vehicle in any direction he desires. 

It should be noted because the handles 50 and 52 as well as 
the planes 32 and 34 are disposed outwardly of his arms and 
do not support them as in some previous similar devices, the 
rider 12 of the vehicle 10 may rotate planes 32 or 34 either 
together or in opposite directions at as sharp an angle of at-

30 

35 

tack as he desires without any interference between himself 
and the planes. 

A communication system, generally indicated by the nu
meral 62, may consist of a buzzer for receiving signals from 

5 the boat and a button 64 for sending signals to the boat as is 
desired so that the rider of the vehicle 10 may communicate 
with the operator of the motor boat by using some predeter
mined code. 

The curved ends 22 and 24 of the legs 18 and 20 provide a 
10 dual function. When the vehicle 10 is used in the water and it 

is desired to carry one or more riders in addition to the rider 
12, the extra riders simply grasp the curved ends 22 and 24 
and are carried along by the vehicle as it is towed through the 
water by the motor boat. 

• 5 Referring to FIG. 2 for a description of a second function of 
the curved ends 22 and 24, it can be seen that the water vehi
cle 10 may also be used as a ladder for entry into a boat 66. In 
use as a ladder, the curved ends 22 and 24 of the legs 18 and 
20 are attached to the top side ofthe hull ofthe boat 66, while 

2 0 the handles 50 and 54 abut against the side of the boat to 
maintain the ladder outwardly therefrom so that the user of 
the ladder may grasp the same and climb up without inter
ference from the side ofthe boat. When the water vehicle 10 is 
being used as a ladder to enter the boat from the water, the 

2 5 base 16 of the frame member 14 acts as a bottom rung of the 
ladder while the coupled arm members 36 and 38 act as a 
second rung of the ladder. 

The water vehicle 10 can be disassembled and stored in a 
very quick and easy manner simply by removing the wingnuts 
46 and bolts 44 from the clamping members 40, thereby 
separating the two arm members 32 and 34 from the frame 
member 14, thus the water vehicle can be broken down to 
three separate, easily stored elements. 

It can thus be seen that the present invention has provided a 
water vehicle which is easily capable of rider-controlled 
maneuvers under the water, such as a rapid ascent or descent 
or banking to the right or left or performing other stunt 
maneuvers. 

.Q It can also be seen that the present invention has provided a 
water vehicle which will come to rest at the floor of the body 
of water when the boat which is towing the same stops, thus 
the water vehicle is not a hazard to other persons, such as 
skiers or the like, or to boats at the surface of the water. This 

45 also provides an additional safety feature for the rider in that 
heretofore because the rider is ordinarily above these vehicles 
and they are generally more buoyant than he is if the towing 
motion of the boat should stop or the vehicle somehow 
becomes disconnected from the boat the vehicle would im-

50 mediately begin to ascend and in doing so would often strike 
the rider on its way to the surface. In such situations with the 
present invention the vehicle sinks to the bottom out of the 
way. 

It can also be seen that the present invention has provided a 
55 water vehicle which, in addition to having advantages herein

before pointed out, is also adaptable as a ladder for entry into 
a boat. 

Having thus described the invention, what 1 claim is as fol
lows: 

60 l .A water vehicle by which a rider may be towed through a 
body of water by a motor boat or the like comprising: 

a generally U-shaped frame member, 
a pair of planar members each having an arm extending 

therefrom; 
65 means for rotatably mounting said arms to said frame 

member such that each plane member extends outwardly 
therefrom; 

a pair of handles adapted to be operated by said rider, one 
of said handles canied by one of said arms at a point in-

70 wardly spaced from its associated planar member, the 
other of said handles being carried by the other of said 
arms at a point inwardly spaced from its associated planar 
member whereby the rider of said water vehicle can 
rotate said planar members by movement of said handles 

75 relative to said frame member, 
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said leg ends being formed substantially at right angles to 
the plane in which the greater portion of said U-shaped 
frame member lies, said leg ends being curved outwardly 
from the legs a sufficient distance such that said leg ends 
are adapted to engage the top side of the hull of the boat 
to permit said water vehicle to be used as a ladder to gain 
entry to said boat from the water. 

2. The water vehicle as defined in claim 1 wherein said han
dles are attached to their respective arms at points inter
mediate the legs of said frame member; and said planes are 
carried by said arms at points outside said frame member. 

3. The water vehicle as defined in claim 1 wherein said vehi
cle is comprised substantially ofa plastic material. 

4. The water vehicle as defined in claim 1 wherein said 
water vehicle is of such a density that the same is nonfloatable 
in water when said water vehicle is not in motion. 

5. A water vehicle by which a rider may be towed through a 
body of water by a motor boat or the like, comprising: 

a generally U-shaped frame member; 
a pair of planes, each plane having an arm extending 

therefrom in an end-to-end relationship and coupled to 
one another for relative rotational movement; 

means for rotatably mounting said arms to the legs of said 
frame member such that each plane extends outwardly 
therefrom, said planes being adapted to rotate indepen
dently of one another about the longitudinal axis of its as
sociated arm; 

a pair of handles adapted to be operated by said rider, one 
of said handles carried by one of said plane arms at a 
point inwardly spaced from said one plane, the other of 
said handles being carried by the other ofsaid plane arms 
at a point inwardly spaced from the other plane whereby 
the rider of said water vehicle can rotate said plane inde
pendently of one another by movement of said handles 
relative to said frame member, 

means for mounting a tow line to said frame member, and 
a portion of each of said arms being hollow; a ballast materi

al, said ballast material being disposed in the hollow por
tion ofeach ofsaid arms. 

6. The water vehicle as defined in claim 5 wherein said bal
last is removably attached to the hollow portion of said arms. 

7. A water vehicle by which a rider may be towed through a 
body ofwater by a motor boat or the like, comprising: 

a generally U-shaped frame member, 
the ends of each of the legs of said frame member being 

curved a sufficient amount to permit a second rider to 
grasp the same and to be towed by said water vehicle; 

a pair of planes, each plane having an arm extending 
therefrom; 

means for rotatably mounting said arms to said frame 
member such that each plane extends outwardly 
therefrom, said planes being adapted to rotate indepen
dently about the longitudinal axis of its associated arm; 

a pair of handles adapted to be operated by said first-men
tioned rider, one of said handles carried by one of said 
plane arms at a point inwardly spaced from said one 
plane, the other ofsaid handles being carried by the other 

of said plane arms at a point inwardly spaced from the 
other plane whereby the rider of said water vehicle can 
rotate said plane independently of one another by move
ment ofsaid handles relative to said frame member; 

5 said leg ends being curved substantially at right angles to the 
plane in which the greater portion ofsaid U-shaped frame 
member lies, said leg ends being curved outwardly from 
the legs a sufficient distance such that said leg ends are 
adapted to engage the top side ofthe hull ofthe boat; 

10 said handles abutting the side of said boat to maintain said 
ladder a sufficient distance away from said side of said 
boat to permit said water vehicle to be used as a ladder to 
gain entry to said boat from the water; and 

means for mounting a tow line to said frame member. 
15 8. The water vehicle as defined in claim 7 wherein said han

dles are carried by said arms at points intermediate the legs of 
said generally U-shaped member. 

9. The water vehicle as defined in claim 8 wherein said arms 
are in end-to-end relationship and coupled for relative rota-

20 tional movement, said coupling being of sufficient strength as 
to withstand the weight of a person. 

10. A water vehicle by which a rider may be towed through 
a body ofwater by a motor boat or the like, comprising: 

a generally U-shaped frame member; 
25 a pair of planes, each plane having an arm extending 

therefrom, a portion ofeach ofsaid arms being hollow; 
a ballast material disposed in the hollow portion of each of 

said arms; 
means for rotatably mounting said arms to said frame 

30 member such that each plane extends outwardly 
therefrom, said planes being adapted to rotate indepen
dently about the longitudinal axis ofits associated arm; 

a pair of handles adapted to be operated by said rider, one 
of said handles carried by one of said plane arms at a 

35 point inwardly spaced from said one plane, the other of 
said handles being carried by the other of said plane arms 
at a point inwardly spaced from the other plane whereby 
the rider of said water vehicle can rotate said plane inde
pendently of one another by movement of said handles 

40 relative to said frame member; and 
means for mounting a tow line to said frame member. 
11. The water vehicle as defined in claim 10 wherein said 

ballast is removably attached to the hollow portion of said 
arms. 

45 12. The water vehicle as defined in claim 10 wherein said 
vehicle is comprised substantially ofa plastic material. 

13. The water vehicle as defined in claim 10 wherein said 
arms are rotatably mounted to the legs ofsaid U-shaped frame 
member. 

50 14. The water vehicle as defined in claim 13 wherein said 
handles are attached to their respective arms at points inter
mediate the legs of said frame member, and said planes are 
canied by said arms at points outside said frame member. 

15. The water vehicle as defined in claim 13 wherein said 
55 arms are in an end-to-end relationship and coupled to one 

another for relative rotational movement. 

60 

65 

70 

75 
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